
New kid oN the block
The four-wheel suspension of the K450 MX guarantees a smooth ride along school corridors, in 

the playground, and anywhere else you go. The electric height adjustment makes it easy to lower 

the seat down to the ground. Perfect for storytime and playing with other children. The seat height 

can be adjusted between 7,6 and 66 cm, making it easy to sit at a table or worktop and even to 

reach things on or near the floor. The K450 MX also has R-Net electronics with countless electrical  

options, such as: electrical high/low adjustment, seat-to-floor adjustment, and electrical tilt adjustment. 

The modular seating system has centrally fitted adjustable leg supports and comes with a package to 

allow unrestricted growth - something every child needs. 
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R-Net electronics for 
improved programmability 

All-wheel suspension system 
for better balance, improved 

ride and safety 

Optional Flat-Free tyres for 
high performance and low 

maintenance

Uni-track system allows for 
extensive customization 

The batteries are easily 
accessible

Optional 45° power tilt from 
any seat position 

Adjustable legrest 

K450MX122010UK

SPECIfICATIONS

Length 84 cm

Width 61 cm

Min. transport length 84 cm

Seat height not applicable

Seat height with electric seat lift 46 - 66 cm

Weight incl. batteries* 112 kg

Max. user weight 60 kg

Seat width 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 cm

Seat depth 25 - 45 cm

Backrest width 25 - 30 - 35 - 40 cm

Backrest height 35 - 50 cm

Distance between armrests adjustable

Backrest angle - adjustable not applicable

Legrest angle - adjustable 90o - 180o

Battery capacity 2 x 60 AH

Range 25 - 35 km

Max. speed  8,5 km/hr

Turning radius (ISO 7176-5) 106 cm

Obstacle capability 6 cm

Suspension Yes

Electronics R-Net

Electric seat lift Yes

Electric tilt adjustment Yes

Electric legrest adjustment No

Electric backrest adjustment No

Warranty  1 Year

POWER fUNCTIONS

Permobil Ltd.
Oceanic, Ground floor

Navigation Business Park
Waters Meeting Road

Bolton, BL1 8SW
info@permobil.co.uk

www.permobil.com
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Hup cap silver 
metallic

Black metallic

Fire red

Pink

Blue metallic

Yellow 

The Power of Mobility

* Based on basic configuration

ISO 7176-19 / ISO 10542-3 

EN12182/EN12184


